10 STEPS
TO START
THRIVING
IN LIFE
TODAY
BECAUSE YOU DESERVE TO BE
THE BEST VERSION OF YOU

BY SUE LONCARIC
WOMEN LIVING WELL AFTER 50

THRIVE - 'TO GROW, FLOURISH & PROSPER'
Are you feeling vibrant, full of energy with a zest for life?
or
Is life looking a little jaded at the moment?
Are you lacking direction, motivation and purpose?
As a woman 50+, midlife & beyond should be an exciting time
of life. You are reaching a stage of new possibilities and it is
your time to shine.....so why aren't you?
There comes a time in life where we need to take stock and
reflect on our own needs in order to thrive, grow, flourish &
prosper.
From my own life experience and the results I've achieved with
the clients I work with, I've devised my 10 step plan to help you
start thriving and getting the most out of every day. you
deserve to start living - so let's get started.
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1. THRIVING WITH THE RIGHT MINDSET –
COMPLETE A LIFE AUDIT
Do you feel like your mind is clear or muddled?
There are times when I find my mind is full of so many
trivialities that it is difficult to focus on anyone thing.
Ask yourself: How can I Thrive if my mind isn't in the
right place?
A great way to start thriving is to take stock of where you
are and a complete a life audit. Grab some paper and a pen
and write down how you are feeling right at this moment – in
mind, body and spirit.
Next list some short term and long term goals for the
different areas of your life – health, creativity, finances, career.
Now Set your intention to achieve these goals.
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2. THRIVING THROUGH HEALTH & WELLBEING
Now you are in the right headspace it is time to look at health
and wellness. Being healthy means not just health in body but
also mind and spirit.
Here are some ideas to get you started on thriving through
good health and wellbeing.
Make lifestyle changes to include daily exercise, eating
healthier and making time for reflection and meditation.
Schedule regular health checks and screening such as
mammograms and colonoscopies.
Be aware of family medical history.
Consistency is the key It doesn’t matter how often you want
to exercise (although 4-5 times per week, for 30 minutes is
optimal), how much weight you would like to lose or
whether you want to have less stress or anxiety in your life,
CONSISTENCY is the key.
To be consistent you need to make a plan and STICK TO IT!
If you want to lose weight, don’t starve yourself! Cut out the
‘treats’ and make healthier food choices.
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3. THRIVING THROUGH MOVEMENT
Notice I didn’t say exercise? As soon as people hear that word
they immediately shut their minds. Being fit and healthy
means we need to be active.
The most important thing to remember about ‘exercise’ is to
FIND SOMETHING YOU LOVE DOING!
There are so many ways to move off that couch! Walking,
cycling, running, swimming, yoga, pilates, dancing, gym,
crossfit, even playing on the swings and slide with your
children or grandchildren. The list goes on but choose
something you enjoy and you will be more likely to stick with it.
Join a group or find a buddy to keep you accountable
Treat yourself to some new workout gear to get yourself in
the mood.
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4. THRIVING THROUGH CREATING A
SELF-CARE PLAN
We nurture and take care of our loved ones, we even make sure
our cars are serviced regularly. But what about YOU?
Nurturing yourself and practicing self-care is vital to thriving.
Taking the time to be kind to yourself and doing something
special just for you means that you
VALUE & RESPECT YOURSELF.
Let’s start you off with 5 things you could do today to make
yourself feel good.
Sit in the sunshine or your favourite chair and read that
book you have been wanting to start.
Take a bubble bath, turn on some music, light some
scented candles and relax for half an hour
Take a mindfulness walk and actually look at your
surroundings
Take 5 minutes each morning to clear your mind and ‘just
be’ in the moment
Make a plan to do something you have always wanted to do
but never had the opportunity to do it. Schedule it in and
do it!

·
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5. THRIVING THROUGH MINDFULNESS
Mindfulness is based on Buddhist meditation principles and
has been used in treatment of depression. It is a practice that
helps you to focus and pay attention to what you are doing
right now and noticing what you are experiencing at any given
time.
Too often, we are worrying or caught up in a busy lifestyle
without really experiencing life itself.
Take time each day to be more mindful of your thoughts and
actions and being in the present rather than looking forward or
back.
An easy way to start is when cleaning your teeth. Clear all your
thoughts and just concentrate on creating your dazzling smile!
The benefits to our mental health are enormous.
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6. THRIVING THROUGH LEARNING & CREATIVITY
When was the last time you learned something new or tried
using your creative side ?
Learning and being creative doesn’t just enrich our lives and
provide new ideas and interests, it is also vital for good mental
health and especially our brain.
Focus on tapping into your passion through learning and
creativity to enrich your life.
If you want to thrive in life, you need to keep not only
exercising your body but also your mind. Keeping your brain
sharp and active allows us to continue living active and
fulfilling lives.
“Instead of thinking outside the box, get rid of the box”
(anonymous)
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7. THRIVING THROUGH CONNECTING
Life just wouldn’t be the same without the richness that family
and friends add to our lives.
Friends and family are there to support and love us and for me,
friendship is not measured by the quantity of friends but rather
the quality of the friendship. Sometimes, friends can mean
more to us than our family and I’ve often heard the phrase ‘you
can choose your friends, but not your relatives’.
Having positive relationships with family and friends is
important to our mental well-being. Catching up for a coffee, a
family lunch or dinner, spending time together is especially
important for positive aging.
As we age, keeping connections is vital for good health,
especially our mental health.
Phone a friend today and arrange a catch-up.
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8. THRIVING THROUGH GIVING
An important part of celebrating life is acknowledging the
difference we can make to others. Giving back to others is a
way to show gratitude and it certainly isn't a one-way street.
Volunteering or showing acts of kindness to others can be
given in everyday life to family and friends, neighbours, work
colleagues or even strangers.
What might seem small acts of kindness to us might make
such a difference to someone else’s day.
Our lives are enriched and happier when we have done
something to help someone else and they reward you with a
smile or a hug or a ‘thank you’.
What can you do today to give back and make a difference to
someone's life?
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9. THRIVING THROUGH GRATITUDE
Being grateful and showing gratitude can certainly improve
your mental well-being and attitude.
If you are having a ‘pity party’ – which we all do from time to
time, why not use 'Gratitude to change your Attitude'.
Reflect on the positives in your life and you will feel so much
better.
A Gratitude journal can help you focus on what you are
thankful for. Listing 3 things each morning or evening, or both
will give you a physical sense of all the good in your life.
Some days they might only be small things but they matter.
Remember you are in control of your happiness - it's your
choice.
Reflect and journal 3 things you are grateful for today.
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10. BY MAKING IT HAPPEN – STOP MAKING
EXCUSES!
We are all guilty of making excuses about many things in our
lives – not exercising, eating the wrong foods, not having the
time to nourish our mind, body and soul, not being happy,
having toxic relationships.
However, sometimes excuses just don’t wash and we have to
accept the fact that we have a CHOICE AND WE CHOOSE to do
something or not.
Being stagnant and not moving forward in life is unhealthy
and in order to thrive you sometimes just need to bite the
bullet and make it happen. You are in control of your life.
Write down 5 things you would like to do and stop saying
‘BUT’ OR ‘ONE DAY’ & CHANGE YOUR VOCABULARY TO 'WHEN'
AND 'HOW'.
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I do hope you have enjoyed this e-book and it has helped start
you on your journey to thriving in life.
If you would like to take the next step to start living the life you
want but feel you need support, guidance and encouragement,
then I invite you to contact me today via email:
sue@womenlivingwellafter50.com.au
Stop procrastinating, stop being scared and start making life
happen.
Feel free to share this e-book with your friends and encourage
them to join the Women Living Well After 50 Community.
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